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“A vision is not just a picture of
what could be;
it is an appeal to our better selves,
a call to be something more.”
Rosabeth Moss Kanter

A vision for justice and equality; a vision for transformation; a vision for progress; a
better way; a better world. Vision is a powerful force. With nonprofits at the
forefront, vision has spurred many of the key movements of our time; the women’s
movement, the disability rights movement, the environmental movement, the civil
rights movement and more.

T

oday, nonprofits continue their important work to improve the human condition and protect the public

interest by strengthening these historic efforts, and by advancing progress within the key challenges of our time
such as educational parity, quality healthcare, diversity dynamics, and sustainability. This critical work, occurring in
ways large and small on local and global platforms, is increasingly intertwined with the well-being of
all sectors and all socio-economic segments.
Ensuring a strong nonprofit sector, which achieves results in the interests of the public welfare, should be an
aspiration as important as ensuring a well functioning government or a thriving private sector. An African proverb
states, “the best time to plant a tree is 20 years ago; the next best time is now.” Our challenges as a state and as a society
present the right time to plant and nurture trees – to strengthen our nonprofit institutions, to present bolder more
innovative ideas for change and progress, and to mobilize a strong, committed workforce of staff, volunteers and board
members who will expand our collective aspiration for ourselves and our communities.

Organizations don’t cause change, rather, it is people
with vision who use nonprofits to affect change. Our
purpose is to support the aspirations of visionary
leaders, and strengthen the organizations through
which social change is ignited and brought to fruition.
The Georgia Center for Nonprofits celebrates another
year of serving, strengthening and supporting nonprofits and the people who work and volunteer in them,
and we thank our members, partners, donors, board
and staff who help us achieve our mission.

IMAGINE
Imagine the influence that nonprofit organizations
could have if the nearly 20,000 groups in Georgia
combined their purchasing power and influence. The
Center harnesses the sector’s influence in order to
enable nonprofits to work smarter, cut costs and
direct valuable resources to their missions:
u By negotiating insurance rates for nearly every
kind of risk, the Center is able to save nonprofits
money and leverage benefit levels.
u The Nonprofit Marketplace – leverages the collective
buying power of many groups saving thousands in
operating costs
u The Center’s policy program – protects and advances
the nonprofit view point in budget and policy
decisions that impact our work

INSPIRE
The success of a nonprofit organization in generating
superior social return is inextricably linked to the
capabilities of its leadership and staff. Nonprofit leaders
must be visionary, efficient, effective and entrepreneurial all while maintaining accountability to constituents
as well as the agencies they oversee. In the past year, the
Center has made great strides in addressing the needs
of these executives and emerging leaders through our
own Nonprofit University.
A multi-faceted organizational and talent development
resource, Nonprofit University offers:
u Educational and training programs, information,
special events and services relevant to both
individuals and organizations
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u

Individuals can access a wide range of skill-development services and tools that help them succeed in
their work, while acquiring ongoing support to
further develop their careers in the nonprofit sector
u Organizations can more confidently invest in the
education, training and development of their staff as
key components of business plans and mission
focused activities

ACHIEVE
The Center is the largest and most experienced
provider of nonprofit leadership, governance and
capacity building support in the Southeast, serving
over 9,000 professionals and 3,000 organizations each
year. Providing opportunities for these nonprofit
professionals to exchange ideas and best practices is a
theme that runs throughout our programming.
In 2007:
u 3,500 nonprofit professionals gained knowledge,
built skills and exchanged ideas via the Center’s
programs including our leadership development
series: CEO Central, CFO Central and the Rising
Diverse Leaders program
u 1,000 individuals convened across the state to
exchange ideas at special events such as the 16th
Annual Georgia Nonprofit Summit and via
networking groups such as the Atlanta Nonprofit
Professionals (ANP) and the Coastal Nonprofit
Professionals (CNP)
u 17,000 nonprofit employers were connected with
top quality employees via OpportunityKnocks.org,
the Center’s national online jobsite focused
exclusively on the nonprofit community

TRANSFORM
When provided with the opportunity and resources to
become stronger organizations with increased capacity,
nonprofit organizations are able to truly transform
the community in meaningful ways. Through a vetted
network of professional consultants, the Center
provides solutions to nonprofit problems as diverse as
strategic planning, board governance, finance and
human resources. By working with our foundation
partners, the Center has in the past year completed
126 consulting projects for 100 nonprofit organizations.
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FINANCIALS– 2007
EXPENSES
86% Programmatic Services*
7% Management and General
7% Development and Fund Raising
* Including training, consulting, information, membership, advocacy and job services

REVENUE AND SUPPORT
14% Corporate Contributions
18% Foundation Contributions
68% Earned Income*
* Including membership dues, workshop income, employment services income, consulting and commission income, product
sales and investment returns

DONORS – 2007
Accenture
Aetna
Allstate
Ann Cramer
Ansley Jones
Atlanta Journal-Constitution
AutoTrader.com
Bank of America
BellSouth
Bill Johnson
CheckFree
Chevron
ChoicePoint
The Citigroup Foundation
Club Car
The Coca-Cola Company
Cox Enterprises
Dave and Susan Peterson
Delta AirLines
E. Lamont Houston
Equifax
Federal Reserve Bank
FHL Bank
Fidelity Foundation
First Horizon

Fleishman Hillard
Georgia Power Company
Georgia-Pacific
Han Choi
Healthcare Georgia Foundation
Helen Smith Price
The Home Depot
IBM
ING
J.B. Fuqua Foundation
Jack and Evelyn Ullman
Jane Smith Turner Foundation
The John H. and Wilhelmina D.
Harland Charitable Foundation
John and Mary Franklin
Foundation
John Wieland Homes &
Neighborhoods
Kaiser Permanente
Katharine Day Bremer
King & Spalding
KPMG
The Kroger Company
Macy’s Central
Michael Lammons

Milton Clipper
Morris, Manning & Martin
Nelson, Mullins, Riley & Scarborough
North Highland Company
Oxford Industries
The Pittulloch Foundation
PricewaterhouseCoopers
QuikTrip
R.E.M.
RARE Hospitality
Ray M. and Mary Elizabeth Lee
Foundation
Robert W. Woodruff Foundation
Rockdale Foundation
Rock-Tenn Company
Scientific-Atlanta, A Cisco Company
St. Marys United Methodist Church
Foundation
Steve Voorhees
SunTrust Bank Atlanta Foundation
Synovus Financial
Troutman Sanders
Tull Foundation
Turner Broadcasting System
UPS
Wachovia
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